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Abstract:A bidirectional single-stage framework associated inverter (BSG inverter) for the battery energy stockpiling 

framework utilizing SEPIC-ZETA converter is proposed. The proposed BSG-inverter is made out of numerous 

bidirectional SEPIC-ZETA type dc–dc converters (BBCS) and a dc–ac unfolded. The circuit diagram of the proposed 

BSG-inverter, which is composed of distributed SEPIC-ZETA type dc–dc converters (BBCs) and a dc–ac unfolded. Each 

BBC consists of two switches, two diodes, and one inductor. It can change over the dc current made by the battery 

module into a high repeat pounding dc current. This high recurrence throbbing yield current of the BBCs will be 

changed over into sinusoidal one with utility line recurrence by the dc–ac unfolded of four dynamic switches worked at 

low exchanging recurrence and a LC channel. The proposed BSG-inverter will conform to the force orders, which is 

coming from the focal control unit of the BMS, to charge or release the battery modules.The force stream from every 

battery module is moved to the air conditioner mains by methods for single-stage power transformation. Also, the BBCs 

can be operated with interleaving to reduce the current ripple of the output inductor. This project is implemented using 

Mat lab simulation and hardware is developed with DSPIC30F4011 controller. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The petroleum derivative weariness and an unnatural weather change issue, sustainable power sources, for example, the 

photovoltaic (PV) force and wind turbines are increasingly more mainstream as of late. However, the fluctuations of the high 

penetration renewable energy will cause the negative impact to the grid voltage and frequency stabilization. Battery energy 

stockpiling framework is a promising possibility to expand the infiltration pace of the environmentally friendly power. For the 

micro grid application, the battery energy storage system is essential not only for controlling and managing the energy of 

distributed generation units such as photovoltaic, wind turbines, and miniature turbines for the solidness of the force framework 
yet in addition for shielding loads from network issue conditions. the customary battery energy stockpiling framework 

comprises of a battery cluster, which is shaped by numerous battery modules associated in arrangement or equal, and a 

bidirectional lattice tied dc-ac inverter as a full-connect inverter. Circuit simplicity is the main advantage of this type of battery 

energy storage system but the total power capacity may be easily reduced by a particular over charging/discharging battery 

module due to the battery tolerance, unequal battery losses, and so on. To boost energy stockpiling, the voltage of the individual 

battery module associated in arrangement to frame a dc transport as the contribution of the lattice tied inverter should be evened 

out with one another. The general solution to solve the battery capacity reduction problem is to use extra balancing circuit to 

connect each battery module and balance the charge of all battery modules. However, the balancing circuit may result in the 

reduction of total efficiency and the increase of Cost and circuit complexity. 

 The salient features of the reduction of the transformer and proposed power converter are only two power electronic 

switches of the power converter are operated at high switching frequency simultaneously (one is a dc–dc power converter and 
the other is a dc–ac inverter), and the negative terminal of the solar cell array is directly connected to the ground to solve the 

problems of TCO corrosion and leakage current for some types of thin-film solar cell array. The trial results show that the 

proposed network associated power converter can follow the greatest force point of the sun oriented cell exhibit, convert sun 

based capacity to a top notch ac ability to infuse into the utility, and lessen the spillage current of the sun based cell cluster. 

 In this project, the integration operation of two SEPIC and ZETA converters and a single phase bidirectional inverter is 

presented. The proposed MPPT algorithm used is PI controller.  

 The duty cycle can be perturbed according to the PI controller and which is given as the gate input to the SEPIC 

converter The bidirectional inverter is needed with the end goal of force stream control between dc transport and ac 

lattice. The MATLAB/Simulink software package is used in this project to establish a model of photovoltaic system 

with MPPT function. 
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 Renewable energy is currently widely used. One of these resources is solar energy. Photovoltaic (PV) energy is as of 

now viewed as perhaps the most helpful common fuel sources since it is free, plentiful, contamination free, and 

disseminated all through the Earth.  

 The photovoltaic (PV) cluster ordinarily utilizes a greatest force point following (MPPT) procedure to ceaselessly 

convey the most noteworthy capacity to the heap when there are varieties in light and temperature.  
 

II. SEPIC CONVERTER 

SEPIC is a kind of DC-DC converter permitting the electrical potential (voltage) at its yield to be more noteworthy than, not 

exactly, or equivalent to that at its information; the yield of the SEPIC is constrained by the obligation pattern of the control 

semiconductor.  

SEPIC is like a customary buck-support converter, however has benefits of having non-rearranged yield (the yield voltage is of 

a similar extremity as the info voltage), the essential methods for coupling energy from the contribution to the yield is through 

an arrangement capacitor, and genuine closure mode. 

SEPICs are valuable in applications in which a battery voltage can be above and underneath that of the controller's proposed 

yield. For instance, a solitary lithium particle battery normally releases from 4.2 volts to 3 volts; in the event that different  

segments require 3.3 volts, the SEPICwould be viable. 
 

 
Fig 2.1 SEPIC Converter 

 

 

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

 
Fig 3.1 Block diagram Of Proposed System 

Bidirectional inverter is needed to control the force stream between dc transport and ac network, and to manage the dc transport 
to a specific scope of voltages. In the inverter mode, it changes over the DC from the battery into AC power to supply to AC 

apparatuses. At the point when it consequently identifies accessibility of AC supply from the generator or the power framework, 

it will change mode into rectifier charger to charge the battery. The inverter controlled the operation by microcontroller. The 

significances of this needed. Bidirectional inverters are to supply unadulterated sine wave voltage with low symphonious 

twisting and appropriate for sun oriented force framework where AC power yield is required. 
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Fig 3.2 Circuit Diagram of SEPIC Converter 

 

The system has the integration of SEPIC and ZETA converters and a bidirectional inverter. The daylight is given to the sun 

powered board as the input.The light power relies upon the sun oriented illumination and the environment conditions. 

 The SEPIC converter can be utilized for the DCDC change and keeping in mind that contrasting with buck-support, 

converter the SEPIC converter has capacity that the yield voltage is same extremity of information voltage.  

 The bidirectional inverter will work as both inverter and rectifier charger mode. Bidirectional inverter is expected to 

control the power stream between dc transport and ac lattice, and to deal with the dc transport to a particular extent of 

voltages.  

 The greatest force point following calculation utilized is slope climbing strategy. This technique manages the 

annoyance of obligation cycle. The overall architecture of the system is shown in the fig.2.1. 

 By utilizing an arrangement capacitor to couple energy from the contribution to the yield and subsequently can react all 

the more effortlessly to a short out yield, and being able to do genuine closure. At the point when the switch is killed, 

its yield drops to 0 V. 

 Capacitors with low comparable arrangement obstruction (ESR) ought to likewise be utilized for C1 and C2 to limit 

swell and forestall heat develop, particularly in C1 where the current is altering course habitually. 

 At the point when switch S1 is turned on, current IL1 increments and the current IL2 expansions the negative way.  

 The energy to build the current IL1 comes from the info source. Since S1 is a brief time shut, and the momentary 

voltage VC1 is around VIN, the voltage VL2 is roughly −VIN. Along these lines, the capacitor C1 supplies the energy 

to expand the size of the current in IL2 and in this way increment the energy put away in L2.  

 The simplest approach to imagine this is to think about the inclination voltages of the circuit in a D.C. state, at that 

point close S1. 

A bidirectional charger should work easily in the two ways. While in release mode, the charger should return current in a 

comparable sinusoidal structure that conforms to guidelines. An AC waveform is gone through the channel to eliminate 

undesirable harmonics. The AC waveform is then amended into DC waveform as it goes through the bidirectional inverter. The 

bidirectional DC-DC converter by then endeavours up the voltage to that of the battery to ensure a fitting charging voltages. In 

discharge mode, the charging mode is reversed. The bidirectional DC-DC converter steps \down the voltage to that of the 

corrected lattice. The DC waveform is then gone through the inverter back into a unipolar regulated sign and out through the 

channel creating an AC waveform adequate to the network. 
 

IV. SIMULATION  RESULTS  

 

The figure shows the output voltage from the Pv system, this voltage is given to the proposed SEPIC-ZETA converter, the PI 

controller produces the PWM pulses to the converter. 

 
 

Fig 4.1 Output voltage from the PV system 
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Fig 4.2 Battery operated voltage from ZETA converter 

 
Fig 4.3 SEPIC converter mode output voltage waveform 

The figure shows the output voltage from the SEPIC converter mode, the PWM pulse has generated using PI controller. This 

voltage is given to the single stage voltage source inverter. 

 
Fig 4.4 Single phase voltage source inverter output waveform 

The figure shows the single phase bidirectional grid connected inverter output voltage waveform. 

 
Fig 4.5 THD result of the grid voltage. 

The figure shows the THD result of the proposed grid voltage waveform. 

VI.CONCLUSION 

This project deals with the integrated operation of SEPIC-ZETA converters and a single phase bidirectional inverter. The 

SEPIC converter is a DC-DC converter in which the yield voltage might be more noteworthy than, lesser than or equivalent to 

that of info voltage. The DC voltage is changed over into AC voltage by methods for a solitary stage bidirectional inverter. 

During the network association activity, the bidirectional inverter will change over the DC into AC voltages by utilizing PWM 

signals. During the amendment activity the inverter go about as converter and convert the AC voltage into DC voltage. The 

maximum power point tracking algorithm used is PI Controller method, which deals with perturbing the duty cycle and 

maximum power is obtained. The activity of DC loads hush up simpler than an AC loads, since the mix of AC loads requires 

recurrence coordinating with AC-AC converters alongside lattice synchronization, power factor issues, matrix strength issues, 
etc.Consequently in future work correction of these working issues and a dependable framework associated sun powered 

activity ought to be finished. 
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